We present the formalism of linear response theory both at zero and finite temperature in the case of asymmetric nuclear matter excited by an isospin flip probe. The particle-hole interaction is derived from a general Skyrme functional that includes spin-orbit and tensor terms. Response functions are obtained by solving a closed algebraic system of equations. Spin strength functions are analyzed for typical values of density, momentum transfer, asymmetry and temperature.
where Θ (S) j refers to the operator 1 or σ z j , respectively for total spin S = 0, 1, and τ ± j are the usual isospin raising and lowering operators. The response functions for this kind of probes imply (n, p) and (p, n) charge exchange reactions, where a proton converts into a neutron and vice versa. More precisely, the operators τ + and τ − create particle-hole excitations of two different species, namely pn −1 and np −1 , respectively. Both channels are such that the total isospin and its third component are equal to 1. In the following we will focus on the operator τ + , which requires the ph interaction between pn −1 states only. Whenever necessary, excitations created by τ − may be simply obtained just by exchanging proton and neutron labels.
A. Residual interaction
The residual interaction or ph interaction is currently defined as the second functional derivative of the energy functional [23, 24] so that the matrix elements we are interested in can be obtained as:
where ρ np and ρ pn represents off-diagonal matrix elements of the one-body density. Because the Skyrme functional [12] does not contain explicit charge exchange terms, there are no rearrangement contributions, so that the ph interaction coincides with the particle-particle interaction pn|V |np . Note that only the Pauli exchange term contributes to that interaction. Hereafter, the different ph channels will be labelled (S, M ) where S stands for the total spin and M its projection. Moreover, we will follow the standard notation [11, 25] and indicate a general matrix element as V (SM;S ′ M ′ ) ph (k 1 , k 2 , q), where k 1 , k 2 are the hole momenta, q is the transferred momentum and we omit the proton and neutron indices in order to simplify the notation. For the general Skyrme functional defined in Ref. [12] , the ph interaction can be written as
where the parameters W (S,T =1) i are defined as
The constants C X 1 , with X = ∆s, F, . . . , are the coupling constants of the density functional. In the case the functional is derived from an interaction, these coupling constants can also be expressed in terms of the interaction parameters as shown in Ref. [11] . Finally, it is worth noticing that since our functional does not mix isospin [26] , the charge-exchange process is not coupled to the nn −1 and pp −1 excitations, contrarily to the non-isospin flip processes [22] .
B. The nuclear strength function
The calculation of the response function requires the prior knowledge of the RPA ph propagator, which itself satisfies the following Bethe-Salpeter (BS) equation
The Hartree-Fock (HF) propagator is independent of (S, M ). At variance with the non-isospin flip case [22] , it has now the form
where ε τ =n,p are the HF single particle energies
As usual, m * τ stands for the effective mass and U τ is the single particle potential [27] , excluding the k 2 -dependence which is absorbed into the effective mass. . The occupation number n τ (k) is either a step function θ(k
at finite temperature.
Once the BS equation is solved, we calculate the response function of the system as
Finally, the strength function is
We observe that using the detailed balance theorem we can relate the pn −1 to np −1 strength functions as
The method used to solve the BS equation has been discussed in Refs. [22, 25] . Essentially, it implies a closed linear system for several momentum integrals of the RPA propagator. This linear system can then be cast in a matrix form as
where A is the interaction matrix containing the ph matrix elements as well as momentum integrals of the HF propagator, X contains the unknown momentum integrals of RPA propagators, including the response function and B contains only momentum integrals of HF propagators. These matrices are explicitly given in Appendix B.
III. RESULTS
We now come to the presentation and discussion of the response functions at zero and finite temperature using different functionals and for various isospin asymmetries, defined by the parameter
where ρ n(p) is the neutron (proton) density and ρ 0 = ρ n + ρ p . The PNM case corresponds to the value Y = 1, while the isospin saturated symmetric nuclear matter (SNM) is obtained for Y = 0. Asymmetric nuclear matter (ANM) corresponds to intermediate values of Y . Hereafter, we will consider two representative asymmetries, namely Y = 0.21 which corresponds roughly to the asymmetry of 208 Pb and Y = 0.5 which is the typical value of nuclear matter in β-equilibrium within a neutron star.
We present results obtained with the following Skyrme functionals. SLy5 [28] , T22 and T44 [29] , and Skxta [30] . The former contains central and spin-orbit terms, the other three also include a tensor term. The first three functionals have been derived using the same Saclay-Lyon fitting protocol while the fourth one was obtained with a different protocol. For the reasons explained below, we also present results for the central part of the Skyrme SGII interaction [31] .
A. Results with central terms only
The formalism of the charge exchange linear response theory has been already presented and discussed in Ref. [17] , but limited to the central part of the SGII. Because our algorithm to obtain the response function is more complex that the one of Ref. [17] , we have decided to perform the same calculations to benchmark our results. In this way we have detected that the value of parameter x 3 used in [17] was erroneously divided by a factor of ten 1 . We have thus checked that both algorithms give exactly the same results, provided the same parameters are introduced.
In Fig. 1 , we display the strength function obtained with the central part only of the SGII interaction at saturation density and Y = 0.2 for spin channels S = 1 (solid lines) and S = 0 (dashed lines). The different panels refer to different values of transfer momentum q/k F . A comparison with Fig. 3 of Ref. [17] shows that although qualitatively in agreement, there are significant quantitative differences, in particular in the location of the collective states. As already stressed in Ref. [17] , an important point is the presence at T = 0 of collective oscillations at negative energies, for small momenta. This is related to the absence of Coulomb effects, which certainly modify the single 1 Incidentally we have also detected a misprint in Eq. (24) of [17] , the factor (k 2
particle spectrum for protons. A possible way to simulate Coulomb effects in infinite nuclear matter would be adding a repulsive shift to the proton mean field (see e.g. [32] ). In the present case, as the neutron Fermi energy lies higher than the proton one, (n, p) transitions at low energy and momentum are possible in some cases. Such transitions do not exist in the case of ph excitations of the type np −1 , as will be shown later on in Fig. 7 . The results displayed in Fig. 1 have been obtained by ignoring the spin-orbit term of interaction SGII. It was shown in Ref. [33] that the spin-orbit term couples the spin channels S = 0 and 1, acting differently for channels with different M -component. However, the effect on the response function is rather small, even at momentum transfer relatively large as compared to the Fermi momentum. Indeed, by inspecting Eq. B1, we observe that the spin-orbit term contributes via a q 4 -term and thus becomes negligible for small transferred momenta. This is not the case of the tensor which plays a role at both low and high transferred momenta [21, 22] . We thus consider now Skyrme functionals containing both spin-orbit and tensor terms.
B. Results with the full interaction
In Fig. 2 , are shown the strength functions obtained with the four considered Skyrme functionals, at density ρ/ρ 0 = 0.5, transfer momentum q/k F = 0.2 and two values of the isospin asymmetries Y , for spin channels (S, M ). We observe that for SLy5 interaction, the only one with no tensor terms, the response functions in the channels (1,0) and (1,1) are fully degenerate. As discussed before, the spin-orbit term that should lift such an M -degeneracy is too small for the selected transferred momentum and thus no effect is visible. Since the tensor term in the residual interaction does not scale with q 4 but with q 2 , it is active at lower transferred momentum. We thus notice that the other three Skyrme functionals (T22, T44, Skxta) break that degeneracy in the S = 1 channel. Tensor effects can be small at small transferred momenta and small asymmetry (see Fig. 2 , left panel) but are significantly enhanced with increasing asymmetry (see Fig. 2, right panel) and/or transferred momentum (Fig. 3) . This confirms the intrinsic importance of the tensor on the response functions also for charge-exchange processes. One could naively expect that the tensor interaction affects S = 1 channels only. However, as the spin-orbit term couples both spin channels, it turns out that the tensor term actually acts also in the S = 0 channel. The ph interaction should thus include both spin-orbit and tensor contributions.
To show the global effect of the ph interaction itself, we have also displayed the HF strength function. We observe on Fig. 2 that the interaction has indeed a strong effect: the strength function is shifted towards the high-energy region and a collective mode appears. For the same asymmetries, but for a higher value of the transferred momentum (see Fig. 3 ), the zero-sound mode is re-absorbed in the continuum part of the response. This is clearly seen in right panel at Y = 0.5 where the strengths is the S = 0 channel present a strong peak at the edge of the allowed region. If we now come to the tensor, we see that the effect is small for small transferred momenta (q 2 coupling) whatever the asymmetry is (see Fig. 2 ) but becomes more pronounced at higher transferred momentum (see Fig. 3 ) where it increases the accumulation of strength at high energy. The density is also an important parameter. To quantify its effect, we reported in Fig. 4 the strength functions at saturation density. In this case the effect of the tensor in the two spin-projection channels is opposite for all functionals: in the M = 0 channel the tensor leads to a strong attraction and thus an accumulation of strength at low energy, while the opposite is true in the M = 1 channel. As expected, such an effect is absent in SLy5 since it does not contain an explicit tensor term. One can also assess the role of the tensor contribution by comparing SLy5, T22 and T44 results in Fig. 4 . As discussed in Ref [29] the T ij interactions have been fitted with very similar protocol as SLy5, but including an explicit tensor term. In order to get some insight of the role played by the tensor, we have thus repeated the calculations with T44 only and by turning off (on) the tensor coupling constants C We clearly observe that the tensor interaction acts in all channels and that its effect is quite remarkable especially in the (1,0) channel. In this case we notice that the calculations without tensor and spin-orbit (solid line) exhibit an accumulation of strength at high energy, thus meaning a repulsive residual interaction. When the tensor is taken into account the response function (dashed lines) accumulates at low energy thus meaning a strongly attractive interaction.
As already discussed previously in Refs [9, 18, 19, 21, 22 ] the tensor has a very important role in determining the excited states of a nuclear system. In Fig. 6 , we illustrate the impact of temperature on the response function. For simplicity, we consider the same values of density and transferred momentum as in Fig. 2 , but now considering a finite temperature of T = 0.1e F and T = 0.5e F , where e F is the Fermi energy. We consider here only the case Y=0.21 since the other asymmetry leads to very similar results. As is well-known [11, 17, 27, [34] [35] [36] , the net effect of temperature is to wash out the structure of the response function and spread its strength. Moreover, a system at finite temperature can deexcite by giving some energy to the probe. These effects are clearly visible when comparing with Fig. 2 . The strength becomes broader, and in some cases the collective mode is absorbed into the continuum.
Going from T = 0.1e F to T = 0.5e F we observe that the limits of the strength function are increased. The peaks acquire a larger width and the detailed structure of the response function becomes less net. By further increasing the temperature, we may thus observe the complete disappearance of the peaks observed here and obtaining a smooth strength function over a large energy domain.
D. Role of the isospin operator
Finally, we investigate the role of the isospin operator τ in the probe defined in Eq. (1). In the case of asymmetric nuclear matter two probes are possible: τ z for non-isospin flip process and τ ± for charge exchange excitations. In the case of non-isospin flip probes, the relevant quantum numbers of each ph pair are the total spin (S), spin projection (M ) and isospin (T ). In the case of isospin-flip the ph-pairs are either pn −1 (corresponding to the τ + operator) or np −1 (for τ − ). Also in this case the pairs are coupled to S and M , the value of T being equal to 1. In Fig. 7 , we illustrate the difference between the two probes for the T44 functional and asymmetry Y = 0.21. We also fix the density of the system to ρ/ρ 0 = 1 and the transferred momentum to q/k F = 1. In panel (a) of Fig. 7 , we report the isospin-flip case for the two operators τ + (solid lines) and τ − (dashed lines). We observe that the domain of energy where the response function exists is quite different in the case np −1 and pn −1 . This shift in the energy domain is due to the difference of chemical potential for the two species. Given the current asymmetry, the result simply shows that is more favourable to a pn −1 pair due to the large neutron excess of the system than the opposite process. For completeness, we compare in panel (b) of Fig. 7 the strength functions for the operators τ + (solid lines) and τ z (dashed lines), under the same conditions as panel (a). Apart from the fact that there are now more channels, due to the degeneracy breaking of M , the main difference is that the strength is considerably reduced in the charge exchange channels. We may thus expect this to have an impact on astrophysical observables such as NMFP in dense stellar matter [8] .
IV. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have generalised the LR formalism presented in Ref. [17] so that Skyrme spin-orbit and tensor terms can be included. Moreover, the response functions were calculated for a general Skyrme functional [12] , thus providing more flexibility to study the behaviour of some particular coupling constants. We have investigated the evolution of the strength function as a function of the density of the system and the transferred momentum for some representative Skyrme functionals. We have observed that the presence of an explicit tensor term induces major effects on the strength function.
Finally, we have generalised the formalism to the case of arbitrary isospin asymmetry and temperature so that the current methodology may be easily adopted to perform calculations of astrophysical interest as neutrino mean free path. In a recent work [9] , we have illustrated the role of the tensor on NMFP fo the pure neutron matter case. From the results presented in the current article we have shown that the tensor play a crucial role on the strength functions also in the case of isospin-flip probes. We thus may expect to observe a noticeable impact also in NMFP calculated in asymmetric matter. We leave this aspect for a future investigation.
Appendix B: Matrix elements
We give here the explicit expressions of the matrices required to determine the strength functions.
Channel S=0
The interaction matrix reads 
The other two matrices read −2qC 
